
KDWB meets with mystery leaders of Hmong community

BY MARY TURCK, TC DAILY PLANET
May 08, 2011
After weeks of controversy over its "Hmong parody" song, denounced as racist and demeaning by protesters,
KDWB scheduled a meeting with what it called Hmong community leaders on May 4. The meeting was by
invitation only, and the unidentified leaders were selected by KDWB. Organizers of Hmong protests against the
radio station said they did not attend the meeting and did not know who was present.

Boa Lee, a member of Community Action Against Racism (CAAR), said that it seemed that KDWB was trying
to exclude the community. CAAR organized protests against “30 Hmongs in a House,” which it calls "a blatantly
offensive, inaccurate and racist song about Hmong families, women and teenagers."

CAAR had invited KDWB to send representatives to a
community meeting on April 30 (PDF below), but
received no response and was not invited to KDWB's
May 4 closed-door meeting. One CAAR member,
Amee Xiong, was invited, as a representative of Take
Action Minnesota/CAAR, but was told she would be the
only person allowed to attend and that no cameras or
recording devices would be allowed. After discussion in
the April 30 community meeting, Xiong declined the
invitation.

A CAAR press release on her decision said in part: 

“The decision to not attend today’s meeting came
after consulting our supporters and other
organizations that had also been invited to the
May 4 meeting,” said CAAR Communications
Chair Boa Lee. “We operate with full inclusion of
the community and the community has said that
KDWB needs to come to us.”

The community meeting, said Lee, was attended by 75-80 people, most of whom were Hmong. That meeting
decided to call on KDWB to attend a May 13 community meeting, open to all. (See CAAR website or
Facebook page for details.)

After numerous phone calls from TC Daily Planet to KDWB Program Manager Rob Morris and station
attorneys, Stacy Bettison of Rotenberg Associates responded as spokesperson for KDWB. She said: 

We have met with various segments of the Hmong and broader community. We're not disclosing
their names at this time because we want to continue the progress we've made. A certain activist
group that doesn't represent the Hmong community attempted to interfere with our reconciliation
process, which is why we are not disclosing their names.

We are grateful for all the time that these individuals have devoted to working with KDWB in a
respectful and collaborative manner and we are very pleased with the progress we are making.

Bettison said that she could not identify the leaders involved in the meeting. She also could not say what
"progress" they were making or what the reconciliation process was.

Thursday, May 19, 2011

Protesters, such as those who marched outside KDWB offices in April, were
not welcome at recent KDWB meeting. (Photo by Sheila Regan)
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The Twin Cities Daily Planet is an edited news source produced by professional journalists working in
collaboration with citizen journalists from the local community. We publish original reported news articles,
articles republished from media partners, and some content (Free Speech Zone articles, reader-submitted
blog entries, comments) that is moderated but not edited. Click here for a complete description of our
editorial policies. Support people-powered non-profit journalism! Volunteer, contribute news, or become a
member to keep the Daily Planet in orbit.

Asked to comment on Bettison's statement, Lee said, "It sounds to me like they are picking and choosing who

members of the community. For them to exclude a multiracial coalition is detrimental to the process of
resolution." She said she did not know who attended the May 4 meeting, but knew that CAAR, Take Action
Minnesota, State Representative Rena Moran, and Hmong 18 Council did not attend.

The law firm website for KDWB's spokespersons, Rotenberg Associates,  says that it "provides strategic
communications counsel to corporations, non-profits, and individuals facing legal issues, media scrutiny, or
other reputational crises."

The CAAR website says that it was founded in 1998 to protest anti-Hmong racism on KQRS, and was revived
after KDWB aired "30 Hmongs in a House" in March. CAAR's website says that it wants KDWB to meet with
the community and that it wants Clear Channel policy implementation, including:

Moving forward, some requests that CAAR will consider are the following: KDWB/Clear Channel
must implement rules to punish – reprimand with suspension or termination – anyone who airs
something that violates the aforementioned company policy. We want to increase the diversity of
people who work at the radio station. We want current and future staff at the radio station to
undergo annual diversity and/or white privilege trainings. We want the station to work with us to
craft a public statement of these changes and one that also acknowledges they recognize the
harm inflicted with the March 22, 2011 song. We want the station to devote airtime to accurately
and fairly educate listeners about the diverse communities in Minnesota, especially the Hmong.

Late on Sunday, May 8, Hmong National Development, Inc. issued a press release saying that they had met
with KDWB on May 5 because, "As a result of low attendance at the May 4th meeting, KDWB and Clear
Channel reached out to HND to meet again on Thursday, May 5, 2011." According to the press release:

Given the low attendance at the May 4 meeting, HND accepted the invitation and agreed to meet
with KDWB for the purpose of listening to what representatives from KDWB and Clear Channel
had to share. HND did not engage in any negotiations on behalf of the local Hmong community,
nor did it make any demands or recommendations to KDWB. HND clearly stated at the meeting
that they were not in attendance to represent the local Hmong community and highly encourage
KDWB to meet with various groups in the community. ...

On April 27, over ten local Hmong organizations held a meeting at Hmong American Partnership
and formed a Hmong Coalition to work on this issue.  Hmong 18 Clan Council was appointed as
the lead agency and we look forward to their leadership.

HND characterized the May 5 meeting as "very productive."

Mary Turck
Mary Turck is the editor of the TC Daily Planet.
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Submitted by Teed, Barb (not verified) on Sun, 2011-05-08 23:19.
Great reporting.

reply |

Excellent coverage, and interesting story...
Submitted by John Slade (not verified) on Mon, 2011-05-09 00:32.
KDWB hires an out of town 'reputation consultant' and tries to divide the community by playing 'who gets the invite' game. The CAAR
folks organize and many people boycott the meeting. One group meets, just to listen, not representing, the next day, because 'there was
such bad turnout on the May 4 meeting'. Lol!
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Uh...
Submitted by Chris Carroll (not verified) on Mon, 2011-05-09 12:54.
...Amy Rotenberg is not "out of town".  And, she is very connected with the Minnesota DFL party.
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Who do they think they are fooling?
Submitted by Frank Brown (not verified) on Mon, 2011-05-09 10:54.
Clear Channel truly represents what is wrong in our society.  On the outside, they seem like good people that just like to have fun.  They
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say "the song was a humorous parody."  They think we've got to be kidding to say this was
racist.  They believe there isn't a racist bone in their body.  This is white privilege.  Thinking
that they are infallible in the first place and that they can define what racism is.  You see these
stereotypes hurt communities of color.  Even if that was not their intent, as a FCC licensed
broadcaster KDWB has a responsibility to the public.  And now they are aware of what they
did.  They should do the right thing and with transparency, not behind closed doors with
their hand picked opposition.  That's an old white trick.

So far Clear Channel/KDWB is making all the wrong choices.  This shows their lack of
sincerity and commitment to communities of color that listen to their radio station and support
their advertisers.  We will organize and will continue to protest until Clear Channel can come
to the table with an open mind to hear what racism is from the receiving end.  Isn't that the
beginning to a sincere apology, listening to the community that has been hurt?  The whole
community, not just who you say is the community.
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KDWB and it's mystery leaders?
Submitted by Vang Xiong (not verified) on Mon, 2011-05-09 10:55.
how pathetic can they be? why is it that KDWB can't meet with the whole community at large
but chooses to secretly pick out who they "think" are considered the Hmong community? if
you know you've committed a wrong-doing to a person, it's just common sense that you
contact that person and apologize and find ways to resolve the issue. it's clear KDWB just
want's the back door out and not be held accountable for their actions! i'm not really sure
these adults of the Morning Show understand how to be accountable!
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Amy K. Rotenberg, Esq.
Submitted by John Slade (not verified) on Mon, 2011-05-09 23:55.
I stand corrected on Rotenberg's being out of town. I will, however, point out that her website
(and that of her partner) both include their names with "Esquire" added on. Since nothing else
in her website appears to be ironic, I have to really question a woman who thinks adding an
outdated English faux-noble title to her name is someone who understands the life most
people lead. I love her expression of exasperation in the video the Uptake had. In any case,
I'm interested in her connections in DFL circles. Shouldn't that represent an avenue to
pressure her to get off the case - unless she's one of the faux-DFLers who're really just
corporate shills.
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Re: Amy Rotenberg
Submitted by Chris Carroll (not verified) on Tue, 2011-05-10 19:01.

She is very well respected in the Minnesota DFL circles.    Very connected to Amy
Klobuchar.  Her husband is Mark Rotenberg, chief legal counsel at the University of
Minnesota.    Perhaps this speaks to the fact that she is still involved is that KDWB is
trying to right the wrong.  If not in the most expeditious way.   They certainly have done
more than KQRS did over 12 years ago.
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workaround
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